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Listen (CTBA)
 
From Fri 10 Jun
Dir Ana Rocha/GB PT 2020/73 mins/
English and Portuguese with partial 
EngST
Lúcia Moniz, Sophia Myles, Ruben Garcia

On the outskirts of London, Bela and 
Jota, a Portuguese couple and parents 
of three, struggle to make ends meet. 
When a misunderstanding arises at 
school over their deaf daughter, the 
British social services grow concerned 
for the safety of the children. Listen 
portrays the tireless battle of these 
immigrant parents against the law in a 
desperate struggle to keep their family 
together.

Olga (15)

From Fri 3 Jun
Dir Elie Grappe/FR CH UK 2021/85 
mins/Ukrainian and French wEng ST
Anastasiia Budiashkina, Sabrina 
Rubtsova, Caterina Barloggio 

Olga is a talented 15-year-old 
gymnast with a bright future that 
might take her all the way to the 
Olympics. Given the chance to 
train in Switzerland, she leaves 
Kyiv just as Ukraine experiences 
unprecedented political turmoil. 
Ruthlessly focused on her training, 
Olga is left a distant bystander 
as her mother, an investigative 
journalist, challenges a brutal 
regime.  

Swan Song (12A) + Q&A

From Fri 10 Jun
Dir Todd Stephens/US 2021/105 mins
Udo Kier, Jennifer Coolidge, Linda Evans

Retired hairdresser Pat Pitsenbarger 
escapes the confines of his small-
town nursing home in Sandusky, Ohio 
after learning of his former client’s 
dying wish for him to style her final 
hairdo. Soon, Pat embarks on an 
odyssey to confront the ghosts of his 
past – and collect the beauty supplies 
necessary for the job. Swan Song is 
a comical and bittersweet journey 
about rediscovering one’s sparkle and 
being fabulous while doing so.

Preview/ The 18:00 preview screening 
on Thu 9 Jun will be followed by a 
Q&A with director Todd Stephens. 

Men (15) 

From Wed 1 Jun
Dir Alex Garland/GB 2022/100 mins
Jessie Buckley, Rory Kinnear, Paapa 
Essiedu

A feverish, shape-shifting new horror 
film. In the aftermath of a personal 
tragedy, Harper retreats alone to 
the beautiful English countryside, 
hoping to have found a place to 
heal. But someone or something 
from the surrounding woods appears 
to be stalking her. What begins as 
simmering dread becomes a fully 
formed nightmare, inhabited by her 
darkest memories. 

Bergman Island (CTBA)
  
From Fri 3 Jun
Dir Mia Hansen-Løve/FR BE DE SE MX 
2021/112 mins/English, French and 
Swedish with partial EngST
Vicky Krieps, Tim Roth, Grace Delrue

Chris and Tony, a filmmaking couple 
living in America, retreat to the idyllic 
Fårö island for the summer. In this wild, 
breath-taking landscape they hope 
to find inspiration for their upcoming 
films. As days spent separately pass 
by, the fascination with the island 
has a profound impact on Chris and 
memories of her first love resurface.  

Leave No Traces (15)
(Zeby nie bylo sladów)

From Fri 10 Jun
Dir Jan P. Matuszynski/PL CZ FR 
2021/160 mins/Polish wEng ST
Tomasz Zietek, Sandra Korzeniak, Jacek 
Braciak

Poland, 1983. The country is shaken 
by the case of Grzegorz Przemyk – a 
high school student beaten to death 
by militia. Based on true events, the 
film follows the story of Jurek – the 
only witness of the beating, who 
overnight became the number one 
enemy of the state. 

Pickpocket (PG) + intro 

From Fri 3 Jun
Dir Robert Bresson/FR 1959/76 mins/
French wEng ST
Martin LaSalle, Marika Green, Jean Pélégri

In one of Robert Bresson’s most 
admired, intriguing, and influential 
films, resolute drifter Michel 
spends his days learning the art of 
pickpocketing and targeting the 
unsuspecting citizens of 1950s Paris.  
Following his inevitable arrest (and 
almost immediate release) he begins 
to reflect on the morality of crime. 
Lost in another world, he rejects the 
support of his friends, finding a place 
for himself in society by engineering a 
head-on collision with it.

Event/ The 18:30 screening on Mon 
6 Jun will be introduced by Jonathan 
Hourigan, a former assistant to Robert 
Bresson.

All My Friends Hate Me (15) + 
Q&A + Happy Hour

From Fri 10 Jun
Dir Andrew Gaynord/GB 2021/93 mins
Tom Stourton, Georgina Campbell, 
Christopher Fairbank

A deliciously dark comedy about 
social paranoia. Pete is ready to 
leave his youthful indulgences behind 
when his university friends invite him 
for a weekend away. Their immature 
ways haven’t changed however, and 
with the atmosphere turning from 
tense to terrifying to surreal, Pete 
reaches breaking point.

Preview/ The 18:00 preview 
screening on Mon 30 May will be 
followed by a Q&A with co-writer 
and lead actor Tom Stourton and  
co-writer Tom Palmer.

Plus/ Happy Hour, a black comedy 
about grief and grievances at a wake, 
screens before the feature.

Il Buco (U)  
+ Forest Coal Pit 

From Fri 10 Jun
Dir Michaelangelo Frammartino/IT FR DE 
2021/93 mins/Italian wEng ST
Claudia Candusso, Paolo Cossi, Mila 
Costi

During the 1960s, Europe’s highest 
building is built in Italy’s prosperous 
North, whilst its deepest cave is 
explored in the untouched Calabrian 
hinterland. The bottom of the Bifurto 
Abyss, 700 meters below the surface 
of the Earth, is reached for the first 
time. Il Buco chronicles a visit through 
unknown depths of life and nature.

Plus/ Forest Coal Pit, a vibrant 
portrait of two elderly brothers and 
the hyperlocal world they live in, 
screens before the feature.

Earwig (CTBA) 

From Fri 17 Jun 
Dir Lucile Hadzihalilovic/GB FR BE 
2021/114 mins
Paul Hilton, Alex Lawther, Romola Garai, 
Romane Hemelaers

A mesmerising fable of long-
repressed secrets and awakening 
memories. Somewhere in Europe, 
mid-20th century. Albert is employed 
to look after Mia, a girl with teeth of 
ice. Mia never leaves their apartment, 
where the shutters are always 
closed. The telephone rings regularly 
and the Master enquires after Mia’s 
wellbeing. Until the day Albert is 
instructed that he must prepare the 
child to leave.
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Moon, 66 Questions (CTBA) 
(Selini, 66 erotiseis)  

From Fri 24 Jun
Dir Jacqueline Lentzou/GR FR 
2020/108 mins/Greek wEng ST 
Lazaros Georgakopoulos, Nikos 
Hanakoulas, Kaiti Ibrohori, Sofia Kokkali 

After years of distance, Artemis 
has to return to Athens due to 
her father’s frail state of health. 
Discovering that her father has a 
well-kept secret allows Artemis to 
understand him, and their difficult 
father-daughter dynamic, in a way 
she never could before. An enigmatic 
coming-of-age drama. 

Everything Went Fine (15)
(Tout s’est bien passé)

From Fri 17 Jun
Dir François Ozon/FR 2021/113 mins/
French and German wEng ST
Sophie Marceau, André Dussollier, 
Géraldine Pailhas

Acclaimed director François Ozon 
and cult actress Sophie Marceau 
team up for the first time to bring to 
the screen a moving father-daughter 
story. When André, 85, has a stroke, 
Emmanuèle hurries to her father’s 
bedside. Sick and half-paralysed in 
his hospital bed, he asks Emmanuèle 
to help him end his life. But how can 
you honour such a request when it’s 
your own father? 

Wings of Desire (CTBA)
(Der Himmel über Berlin)

From Fri 24 Jun
Dir Wim Wenders/DE FR 1987/128 
mins/English, French, German, Hebrew, 
Spanish and Turkish with partial EngST
Bruno Ganz, Solveig Dommartin, Otto 
Sander

Every day, guardian angel Dammiel 
listens to the thoughts of mortals 
who play their lives out on the 
streets of West Berlin. He finds 
himself entranced by a trapeze artist 
whose eloquent expression of her 
doubts and fears makes him yearn 
for a life where he can feel happiness 
and love.

Faya Dayi (CTBA)  

From Fri 24 Jun 
Dir Jessica Beshir/ET US 2021/120 
mins/Amharic wEng ST  
Murano Mibb, Kawa Sherif, Sali Sigirci  

A lyrical, spiritual journey into the 
rituals and trade practices of Khat: a 
stimulant green leaf that - according 
to Ethiopian legend - was founded 
by Sufi Imams in search of eternity. 
A hypnotic blend of documentary 
and drama that weaves a tapestry 
of intimate stories of people for 
whom chewing the lucrative crop has 
become both a radical escape and 
a space of socialisation and revolt 
against oppressive forces.

Pleasure (CTBA) + Q&A

From Fri 17 Jun
Dir Ninja Thyberg/SE NL FR 2021/109 
mins/Swedish and English with partial 
EngST
Sofia Kappel, Zelda Morrison, Evelyn 
Claire

Bella arrives in Los Angeles from 
her hometown in Sweden with 
dreams of becoming the next porn 
superstar. However, as her ruthless 
ambition and work ethic lead her into 
increasingly dangerous territory, Bella 
struggles to reconcile her dreams 
of empowerment with the realities 
of the darker side of her industry. A 
powerful and nuanced portrayal of 
sex work. 

Preview/ The 17:45 preview 
screening on Sat 11 Jun will be 
followed by a Q&A with director 
Ninja Thyberg.

Good Luck to You, Leo 
Grande (12A)

From Fri 17 Jun
Dir Sophie Hyde/GB 2022/97 mins
Emma Thompson, Daryl McCormack, 
Isabella Laughland

Nancy Stokes, a retired school 
teacher and widow, is yearning for 
adventure, human connection, and 
sex. Good sex. In an anonymous 
hotel room Nancy meets Leo, a sex 
worker who looks every bit as good 
as his picture, but what Nancy wasn’t 
expecting was conversation as well 
as fornication. Over the course 
of their rendezvous, the power 
dynamics shift and their well-worn 
masks begin to slip.

Elvis (PG)

From Fri 24 Jun
Dir Baz Luhrmann/US AU 2022/ 
159 mins
Austin Butler, Tom Hanks, Olivia 
DeJonge

An epic, big-screen spectacle from 
visionary filmmaker Baz Luhrmann, 
exploring the life and music of 
Elvis Presley. Elvis’s story is seen 
through the prism of his complicated 
relationship with his enigmatic 
manager, Colonel Tom Parker. With 
a backdrop of the evolving cultural 
landscape in America, the film delves 
into the complex dynamic between 
the two - a partnership that spanned 
over 20 years.

Tigers (CTBA)
(Tigrar)

From Fri 1 Jul
Dir Ronnie Sandahl/SE IT DK 2020/116 
mins/English, Swedish and Italian with 
partial EngST
Erik Enge, Alfred Enoch, Frida 
Gustavsson

Based on Martin Bengtsson’s 
personal account In the Shadow of 
San Siro, Tigers is a high pressure 
coming-of-age drama about a young 
man’s burning obsession in a world 
where everything and everyone has 
a price tag. Martin is one of the most 
promising football talents Sweden 
has ever seen. However, his dream 
comes at a very high price in terms 
of sacrifice, dedication, pressure and 
– most of all – loneliness. 

Theo and the Metamorphosis 
(15) + Q&A 
(Théo et les métamorphoses) 

From Fri 1 Jul 
Dir Damien Odoul/FR 2022/97 mins/
French wEng ST 
Théo Kermel, Pierre Meunier, Louise Morin 

Theo, a young man with Down’s 
syndrome, lives with his father in the 
middle of a forest. When his father 
goes away, Theo is left alone with 
his visions, beginning a fascinating 
odyssey of reinvention, freedom, and 
discovering the nature of things.

Preview/ The 18:00 preview screening 
on Thu 23 Jun will be followed by a 
Q&A with director Damien Odoul and 
lead actor Théo Kermel.

The Big Hit (CTBA) 
(Un triomphe) 

From Fri 24 Jun  
Dir Emmanuel Courcol/FR 2020/105 
mins/French and Russian wEng ST 
Kad Merad, David Ayala, Lamine 
Cissokho 

Disillusioned and divorced middle-
aged thespian Étienne accepts 
an arts rehabilitation role, leading 
a theatre workshop group at a 
correctional facility. His program 
attracts a motley group, and when 
they begin workshopping Beckett’s 
Waiting for Godot, Etienne discovers 
that the play’s existential themes 
prove to be a natural fit for the 
inmates - though not without some 
unexpected consequences.
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Robust (CTBA) 
(Robuste) 

From Fri 22 Jul
Dir Constance Meyer/FR BE 2021/95 
mins/French wEng ST 
Gérard Depardieu, Déborah Lukumuena, 
Lucas Mortier 

Georges is an aging film star in 
decay. Aïssa is a semi-pro wrestler 
who earns a living as a security 
officer. When Georges’ right-hand 
man and only friend takes a leave 
of absence for several weeks, Aïssa 
is immediately appointed as his 
replacement. Between this pragmatic 
young female bodyguard and the 
disenchanted, renowned actor, a 
singular bond begins to take root. 

The Good Boss (CTBA)  
(El Buen Patrón)

From Fri 15 Jul
Dir Fernando León de Aranoa/ES 
2021/120 mins/Spanish wEng ST
Javier Bardem, Manolo Solo, Almudena 
Amor

Básculas Blanco, a Spanish company 
producing industrial scales in a 
provincial Spanish town, awaits the 
imminent visit from a committee 
which holds its fate in their hands. 
Working against the clock, the 
company’s proprietor, Blanco 
(Bardem) pulls out all the stops to 
address and resolve issues with his 
employees, crossing every imaginable 
line in the process. 

A Chiara (CTBA) 

From Fri 15 Jul
Dir Jonas Carpignano/IT FR 2021/122 
mins/Italian wEng ST 
Swamy Rotolo, Claudia Rotolo, Grecia 
Rotolo 

The story of 15-year-old Chiara 
whose close-knit family falls apart 
after her father abandons them in 
Calabria. Chiara starts to investigate 
to understand why her father 
disappeared and as she gets closer 
to the truth, she is forced to decide 
what kind of future she wants for 
herself. 

McEnroe (CTBA) 

From Fri 15 Jul
Dir Barney Douglas/US 2022/TBC mins  

One of the most explosive and 
compelling sports icons of all time, 
number one in the world for four 
consecutive years, one part of an 
infamous rivalry that defined the 
golden era of tennis…McEnroe is 
the definitive portrait of one of the 
world’s best tennis players, John 
McEnroe. McEnroe goes beyond 
the typical sports biopic to become 
something deeply intimate and 
heartfelt. 

Futura (12A)

From Fri 8 Jul
Dirs Pietro Marcello, Francesco Munzi, 
Alice Rohrwacher/IT 2021/108 mins/
Italian wEng ST

A trio of Italy’s best regarded 
contemporary directors present the 
country as observed through the 
eyes of teenagers. In this compelling 
snapshot, the young participants talk 
about the places they live and their 
imagined futures, torn between the 
opportunities that surround them, 
their dreams, the fear of failing and 
the trials they hope to overcome.

Nitram (12A) 

From Fri 1 Jul 
Dir Justin Kurzel/AU 2021/112 mins 
Caleb Landry Jones, Judy Davis, 
Anthony LaPaglia 

Nitram lives with his mother and 
father in suburban Australia in the 
mid 1990s. He lives a life of isolation 
and frustration at never being able 
to fit in, until he unexpectedly finds 
a close friend in Helen, a reclusive 
heiress. From acclaimed director 
Justin Kurzel (Macbeth, True History 
of the Kelly Gang) and featuring 
outstanding performances from the 
entire cast, this is an unmissable 
piece of cinema. 

Wayfinder (CTBA) 

From Fri 8 Jul
Dir Larry Achiampong/GB 2022/83 mins 

An epic film about class and 
economic exclusion, belonging and 
displacement, cultural heritage 
and the meaning of home. Set in a 
pandemic, and shot over 2021, it 
follows the Wanderer, a young girl 
played by Perside Rodrigues, who 
travels from the north of England to 
the South, finding herself in a series 
of poignant encounters with people, 
stories, songs and situations. 

Brian and Charles (CTBA)

From Fri 8 Jul
Dir Jim Archer/GB 2022/90 mins
David Earl, Chris Hayward, Louise 
Brealey

Lonely inventor Brian spends his 
days building quirky, unconventional 
contraptions that seldom work. 
Undeterred by his lack of success, 
Brian attempts his biggest project 
yet. Three days, a washing machine, 
and various spare parts later, he’s 
invented Charles, an artificially 
intelligent robot. A humorous and 
entirely heart-warming story about 
loneliness, friendship, family, finding 
love, and letting go.

Eric Ravilious: Drawn to War 
(PG)

From Fri 8 Jul
Dir Margy Kinmonth/GB 2022/87 mins

Eric Ravilious was as compelling and 
enigmatic as his art. Set against 
the dramatic wartime locations that 
inspired him, Kinmonth’s film brings 
to life this brilliant but still grossly 
undervalued British artist. Made 
with the blessing of the Ravilious 
Estate, this first full-length feature 
documentary about Ravilious unfolds 
in his own words, through previously 
unseen private correspondence and 
rare archive film. 

Joyride (CTBA) 

From Fri 1 Jul
Dir Emer Reynolds/IE 2022/TBC mins
Olivia Colman, Charlie Reid, Lochlann 
Ó Mearáin

A feel-good, foul-mouthed fairy-
tale about two unlikely outlaws 
tearing up the road on a riotous 
misadventure. Joy and Mully are two 
lovable rogues. Joy is angry – she’s 
got a baby and motherhood does not 
come naturally to her. Twelve-year-
old Mully also has a mum-shaped 
void in his life, as well as a conman 
dad. But Mully’s got balls; he takes 
his dad’s stash of cash and steals a 
taxi in a bid for freedom, where he 
finds Joy hungover in the backseat, 
holding a baby.
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Irish Artists 
Film on Tour 
.
Tue 14  
– Tue 21 Jun 

Vivienne Dick’s New York Our Time 
comes to Manchester following a 
sold-out screening at the Irish Film 
Festival London 2021, and Tadhg 
O’Sullivan’s To The Moon screens 
after playing internationally to rave 
reviews. 

Join us to celebrate Irish artists 
and connect with Manchester’s Irish 
community. 

Presented by Irish Film London with 
support from Culture Ireland.
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New York Our Time (12A) + 
Q&A

Tue 14 Jun, 18:00
Dir Vivienne Dick/IE 2020/79 mins

Vivienne Dick’s new film is an intimate 
and philosophic documentary that 
contrasts the concerns of present day 
living in New York with the bohemian 
wildness of the city in the late 70s, 
reflected through the lives of artists, 
musicians and friends of the filmmaker.

Event/ This screening will be followed 
by a Q&A with director Vivienne Dick.

To The Moon (PG)

Tue 21 Jun, 18:15
Dir Tadhg O’Sullivan/IE 2020/80 mins/
English, Gaelic, Japanese, German and 
French with partial EngST

An exquisite and meditative cinematic 
journey exploring our relationship with 
the moon, as depicted on film through 
the ages. Structured as a lunar cycle, 
this cinematic ode to the moon moves 
through tales of love, songs of longing, 
myths of madness, dreams of innocence 
and the nightmare of colonialism, 
building to a timely reminder of our 
fragility beneath the moon’s mysterious 
eye. 

Fire of Love (CTBA)

From Fri 29 Jul
Dir Sara Dosa/CA US 2022/93 mins/
English and French with partial EngST

Katia and Maurice Krafft loved two 
things - each other and volcanoes. 
For two decades, the daring French 
volcanologist couple roamed the 
planet, chasing eruptions and 
documenting their discoveries, 
leaving a legacy that forever enriched 
our knowledge of the natural world. 

Hit the Road (12A) 
(Jaddeh Khaki)

From Fri 29 Jul
Dir Panah Panahi/IR 2021/93 mins/
Persian wEng ST
Pantea Panahiha, Hasan Majuni, Rayan 
Sarlak

A family of four take a road trip 
across Iran, the reasons for which are 
initially unclear. There is tension in 
the car, the older brother driving is 
told not to use his phone, his father 
is in the backseat with a cast on his 
broken leg. All the love, tensions, 
secrets, affection and frivolity that 
families share is on display. This is 
a warm, big-hearted and compelling 
debut feature from Panah Panahi, son 
of the great Iranian director Jafar 
Panahi.

The Big City (PG) + intro 
(Mahanagar) 

From Fri 22 Jul
Dir Satyajit Ray/IN 1963/135 mins/
Bengali wEng ST 
Madhabi Mukherjee, Anil Chatterjee, 
Haradhan Bannerjee 

Wonderfully enjoyable, with the 
scope and density of a richly 
absorbing novel, Satyajit Ray’s tale of 
family and city life is set in mid-50s 
Calcutta, a society still adjusting 
to Independence. Arati dares to 
challenge her husband’s beliefs in a 
woman’s place when she takes a job 
– and proves a huge success. Back in 
cinemas as part of the BFI’s delayed 
Satyajit Ray centenary celebration. 

Event/ The 17:30 screening on Wed 
27 Jul will be introduced by Dr Omar 
Ahmed, freelance film scholar and  
co-curator of Not Just Bollywood.

Kurt Vonnegut: Unstuck in 
Time (CTBA)

From Fri 22 Jul 
Dirs Robert B. Weide, Don Argott/US 
2021/127 mins

Kurt Vonnegut: Unstuck in Time 
is a dazzling, worthy tribute 
to Slaughterhouse-Five author 
Vonnegut, and a compelling 
introduction for the uninitiated. 
Weide’s documentary is a deep, 
immersive dive into the author’s 
upbringing and his creative output, 
while also reflecting on the 
filmmaker’s strong connection to  
his subject.

Shutter Punch Film Festival 
Part 1 (CTBA) + intro 

Mon 13 Jun, 15:45 
Dir Various/GB 2022/90 mins approx 

Shutter Punch Film Festival 
Part 2 (CTBA) + intro 

Mon 13 Jun, 18:00 
Dir Various/GB 2022/90 mins approx 

 

The Shutter Punch Film Festival 
showcases exciting, new short films 
made by graduates from Manchester 
Metropolitan University. 

Join us for two packed screening 
programmes and a celebration of 
fresh filmmaking talent working in 
documentary, narrative, and artist 
moving image. 

Both screenings will be introduced 
by filmmakers from the Manchester 
School of Art. 

Tickets £7.95 full / £5.95 concs  
per screening

Shutter 
Punch Film 
Festival
.
MON 13 Jun
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Feathers (CTBA)

Wed 13 Jul, 17:45
Dir Omar El Zohairy/EG FR NL GR 
2021/112 mins/Arabic wEng ST
Demyana Nassar, Samy Bassiouny,  
Fady Mina Fawzy

When a magic trick goes awry at 
a children’s birthday party, the 
authoritative father of an Egyptian 
family turns into a chicken. Omar El 
Zohairy’s deadpan, absurdist comedy 
charts the avalanche of related 
calamities that quickly follows for 
everyone connected to the stricken 
patriarch. Winner of the Critic’s Week 
Grand Prize at Cannes Film Festival 
2021. 
 

SAFAR Film 
Festival 
.
Mon 11 
– Sun 17 Jul
The SAFAR Film Festival is the only 
festival in the UK dedicated to cinema 
from the Arab world. Founded in 
2012, SAFAR offers a unique space for 
audiences to explore and celebrate the 
diversity of Arab cinema past, present, 
and future.

In 2022, SAFAR screens in cities across 
the UK and we’re pleased to welcome the 
festival to Manchester for the first time.  

Miguel’s War (CTBA)

Mon 11 Jul, 17:30
Dir Eliane Raheb/LB ES DE 2021/128 
mins/Arabic, Spanish, French and 
English with partial EngST

Miguel was born in 1963 to a 
conservative, Catholic Lebanese 
father and an authoritarian mother 
from a wealthy Syrian family. 
Numerous conflicts over his national, 
religious and sexual identity 
compelled him to flee to Spain in his 
early twenties. In Madrid, he lived an 
openly gay life full of excess, sexual 
taboo-breaking and, ultimately, 
emotional collapse. Miguel dissects 
his life through a mixture of 
re-enactments, animation and soul-
searching interviews.  

The Gravedigger’s Wife 
(CTBA) 

Sun 17 Jul, 15:30
Dir Khadar Ayderus Ahmed/FI DE FR 
SO 2021/83 mins/Somali wEng ST
Yasmin Warsame, Omar Abdi, Khadar 
Abdoul-Aziz Ibrahim

Guled and Nasra are a loving couple, 
living in the outskirts of Djibouti 
city with their teenage son, Mahad. 
They are facing difficult times: Nasra 
urgently needs expensive surgery 
to treat a chronic kidney disease. 
Guled is already working hard as 
a gravedigger to make ends meet: 
how can they find the money to save 
Nasra and keep the family together?

Cult Films  
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Cult/ Soylent Green (15) 

Fri 24 Jun, 20:40
Dir Richard Fleischer/US 1973/93 mins/
English and Spanish with partial EngST 
Charlton Heston, Leigh Taylor-Young, 
Chuck Connors, Joseph Cotten

Set in 2022, this science fiction 
classic presents a dystopian future 
where overpopulation and lack of 
food threaten the very existence 
of the human race. The Soylent 
Corporation offers a solution - but 
can they be trusted, and what 
exactly is Soylent Green?

Cult/ Deep Red (18)
(Profondo rosso)

Fri 29 Jul, 20:00
Dir Dario Argento/IT 1975/126 mins/
Italian wEng ST
David Hemmings, Daria Nicolodi, 
Gabriele Lavia

A cult classic from director Dario 
Argento. David Hemmings plays 
Marcus, a musician, haunted by a 
children’s song, and eyewitness to 
the murder of a psychic medium. 
Teaming up with a young reporter, 
can the pair discover who the killer 
who wears black gloves is?

Little English (CTBA) + Q&A

Sun 26 Jun, 15:30
Dir Pravesh Kumar/GB 2022/103 mins
Rameet Rauli, Viraj Juneja, Ameet 
Chana, Seema Bowri, Golday Notay

A laugh-out-loud story of a 
dysfunctional Punjabi family living 
in the UK. Newly arrived from India, 
naive Simmy has come to marry the 
eldest son Raj, who promptly does a 
runner. Finding herself locked in the 
house by her domineering mother-
in-law, Simmy valiantly plans her 
escape.

Event/ This screening will be 
followed by a Q&A with director 
Pravesh Kumar.

Ladies Only (CTBA)  
+ poetry recital
 
Tue 28 Jun, 12:30 – women only 
screening 
Tue 28 Jun, 18:15 

Dir Rebana Liz John/DE IN 2021/79 
mins/Hindi wEng ST

An illuminating feature documentary 
on the lives, experiences, private 
hopes and dreams of real-life women 
commuters as they travel daily in 
the ‘Ladies Only’ carriage of express 
trains into Mumbai, one of the 
busiest cities in the world.

No Land’s Man (CTBA) + 
poetry recital

Mon 4 Jul, 18:15
Dir Mostofa Sarwar Farooki/US IN BD 
AU 2021/101 mins/Bengali, English, 
French, Hindi and Urdu wEng ST
Nawazuddin Siddiqui, Megan Mitchell, 
Tahsan Rahman Khan, Eisha Chopra

Sameer travels to America in search 
of work, but he soon finds he has to 
lie about his faith and nationality. All 
of his lies start to catch up to him 
when he meets Cathy, an Australian, 
and they begin a relationship.

Too Desi Too Queer 2022 
(CTBA) + event     

Thu 30 Jun, 17:45
Dirs Various/IN PK GB 2021-2022/ 
91 mins/Malayalam, English, Gujarati, 
Hindi and Marathi with partial EngST

The pioneering Too Desi Too Queer 
short film programme explores the 
lives, experiences and well-being of 
South Asian LGBTQIA+ communities 
in the subcontinent and diaspora, 
through a dynamic and thought-
provoking selection of recent 
LGBTQIA+ short films. 

Event/ See website for details of 
this event.

Manchester 
Indian Film 
Festival 
.
Sun 26 Jun –  
Mon 4 Jul
Blue Orchid Hotels Manchester Indian 
Film Festival returns to HOME with a 
rich range of UK premieres fresh from 
international success along with special 
guest Q&As and events. 

The festival is presented by the London 
Indian Film Festival in association with 
HOME’s Not Just Bollywood.
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Sunrise: A Song of Two 
Humans (U)
 
Tue 26 Jul, 18:00
Dir F. W. Murnau/US 1927/94 mins
George O’Brien, Janet Gaynor, Margaret 
Livingston

An expressionist melodrama about a 
married couple whose idyllic country 
life is threatened by a seductive 
woman from the big city, Sunrise: A 
Song of Two Humans was the first 
collaboration between William Fox, 
the Hungarian-born owner of Fox 
Studio, and German filmmaker F.W. 
Murnau. After honing his technical 
mastery and bold expressionist 
streak at Germany’s UFA Studio, with 
Sunrise Murnau created a work that 
revolutionised American filmmaking. 

Double Indemnity (PG)
 
Sat 30 Jul, 15:30
Dir Billy Wilder/US 1944/107 mins
Fred MacMurray, Barbara Stanwyck, 
Edward G. Robinson

Billy Wilder, an Austrian born into a 
Jewish family, is probably the most 
well-known of the European émigré 
directors. His Hollywood career was 
long and successful, with classics 
like Sunset Boulevard, Some Like It 
Hot and The Apartment regularly 
appearing in all-time top film lists. 

Double Indemnity is another 
celebrated entry in Wilder’s oeuvre. 
It’s a sizzling, simmering tale of 
seduction and murder that follows 
wise cracking insurance salesman 
Walter Neff as he is lured way out 
of his depth by the charms of the 
scheming Phyllis Dietrichson.

The Killers (PG)
 
Thu 28 Jul, 18:00
Dir Robert Siodmak/US 1946/103 mins
Burt Lancaster, Ava Gardner, Edmond 
O’Brien

Adapted from a Hemingway short 
story, The Killers is a twisting film 
noir tracing the fate of a former 
boxer (Burt Lancaster in his screen 
debut starring alongside Ava 
Gardner) who seems strangely 
resigned to his inevitable death at 
the hands of two violent hitmen. 

Director Robert Siodmak was born 
into a Jewish family in Germany, 
and fled with the rise of Nazism. He 
worked in Paris for 6 years before 
making his way to America. Once 
there, he established a reputation for 
making economical, sharp B features 
with a distinctive expressionist style 
which would inform the evolving noir 
mood of Hollywood cinema.

Casablanca (U)
 
Sun 31 Jul, 15:30
Dir Michael Curtiz/US 1942/102 mins/
English, French, German and Italian with 
partial EngST
Humphrey Bogart, Ingrid Bergman, Paul 
Henreid

World War II, Morocco – the perfect 
place for weary American expatriate 
nightclub owner Rick Blaine to 
hide out. That is until one fateful 
day when Rick’s long-lost love Ilsa 
walks in with her resistance leader 
husband. Rick is soon pulled into 
both a love triangle and a web of 
political intrigue. 

Casablanca has become 
quintessential Hollywood; lovingly 
remembered for the Bogart-
Bergman-Henried romantic triangle 
at its emotional heart. Yet it is also 
arguably one of Hollywood’s most 
political films, which engaged head 
on with the impact of Nazism on 
Europe. Overseen by Hungarian 
American director Michael Curtiz, 
who personally convinced Warner 
Brothers to cast recent European 
refugees and exile actors, 
Casablanca is a deft mix of love story 
and politically engaged drama.
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One-offsCinema Rediscovered/ 
When Europe Made 
Hollywood: From Sunrise 
to High Noon 
.
Tue 26 Jul 
– Mon 8 Aug
 
An exploration of how European 
filmmakers shaped American popular 
film.  

A Hollywood movie is the 
quintessential form of American 
cinema: entertainment with a side 
order of escapism, where good 
triumphs over evil. However, like 
the country itself, this style of film 
was forged through various external 
influences.   

Presented by Watershed Cinema 
Curator Mark Cosgrove in 
collaboration with archive activists 
Invisible Women and Park Circus. 
Part of Cinema Rediscovered on Tour, 
a Watershed project with support 
from BFI, awarding funds from The 
National Lottery, and MUBI. 

For the full season programme see 
homemcr.org/cinemarediscovered
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Screening in August

Queen Christina  
(Dir Rouben Mamoulian, 1933)

Shanghai Express  
(Dir Josef von Sternberg, 1932)

 High Noon  
(Dir Fred Zinnemann, 1952)

Mantas 
KvedaraviČius 

Mariupolis (CTBA) + intro 

Wed 8 Jun, 18:30
Dir Mantas Kvedaravičius/LT DE FR UK 2016/96 mins/Ukrainian and 
Russian wEng ST 

Mariupolis portrays Ukrainian citizens going about their daily lives 
while besieged in the Southern port city by Russian-backed fighters 
in 2014.  

A man repairs his fishing net and goes out to the bridge. Two trams 
run into each other – nobody is hurt and cables are fixed the same 
day. A small concert is given for factory workers and the sincere 
performance of a violinist makes them cry. Bombs fall into the sea, 
no one notices. 

Mariupolis is a visually powerful homage to a city in crisis, dedicated 
to its poets and shoemakers. 

Event/ This screening will be preceded by a guest introduction.

This screening pays tribute to Mantas Kvedaravičius, a Lithuanian 
director who was killed while filming in Ukraine in April 2022. 

This event is co-organised with the Lithuanian Cultural Attaché in the 
UK and Lithuanian Embassy.
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The Rice Bomber (12A)  
+ intro
(Bai mi zha dan ke)
 
Wed 15 Jun, 18:00
Dir Cho Li/TW 2014/118 mins/Mandarin 
wEng ST
Huang Chien-wei, Nikki Hsieh, Michael 
Chang

Based on real events and shot in 
the visually stunning landscapes 
of rural Taiwan, The Rice Bomber 
follows Ru, a farmer, who is against 
the importation of rice and its impact 
on the land and the livelihood of 
Taiwan’s agricultural workers. After 
trying to talk to government officials, 
he makes 17 rice bombs to make 
them listen.  

With thanks to Ministry of Culture, 
Republic of China (Taiwan).

Event/ This screening will be 
introduced by Andy Willis, Professor 
of Film Studies at the University of 
Salford and HOME’s Senior Visiting 
Curator: Film.

Manchester Camerata 
presents Charlie Chaplin’s 
The Kid + live accompaniment
 
Thu 16 Jun, 19:30
Dir Charlie Chaplin/US 1921/68 mins
Charlie Chaplin, Edna Purviance, Jackie 
Coogan

This 1921 silent comedy-drama film 
written by, produced by, directed by, 
and starring Charlie Chaplin is widely 
considered one of the greatest films 
of the silent era. The Manchester 
Camerata orchestra brings this 
all-time classic to life, performing 
an emotive musical score written by 
Chaplin himself.

Venue: Theatre 1
Tickets: £17 full / £13.50 concs /  
£5 student

Filmed Up (CTBA)

Wed 22 Jun, 18:20

From grassroots guerrilla filmmakers 
to production companies, the film 
community is thriving in the North 
West. Discover locally made short 
films of all genres and meet the 
filmmakers behind them at our 
regular short film night. 

Taiwan Films 
at HOME 
Across 2022, HOME is working with the 
Ministry of Culture, Republic of China 
(Taiwan) and the Taipei Representative 
Office in the UK to bring a range of 
Taiwanese films to Manchester, reflecting 
one of the world’s most vibrant and 
exciting production centres. 

Romani Language Workshop
 
Sat 18 Jun, 13:30
90 mins

This Romani language workshop is 
open to all and is hosted by Juice 
Vamosi, a Roma language expert and 
translator. 

The session will explore some of the 
histories of the Romani language, its 
similarities to Hindi and other Indo-
Aryan languages, how it evolved in 
different ways as people moved to or 
through different countries, and some 
of the ‘loan words’ picked up or given. 
Following this, there will be a chance 
to ask questions, and to practise 
some words in various dialects.

This event is free but ticketed – book 
now to reserve your place.

The Deathless Woman (15)  
+ Q&A
 
Sat 18 Jun, 15:30
Dir Roz Mortimer/GB 2019/89 mins/
Romani, Hungarian, Polish, and English 
with partial EngST
Iveta Kokyová, Loren O’Dair, Oliver Malik

The Deathless Woman is a film about 
important events in Roma history and 
how they are still relevant today. Let 
the ghost of a Roma matriarch lead 
you on a journey through archives 
and landscapes as she tells the story 
of what she witnessed during WWII, 
and how this affects Roma people 
today. 

Event/ This screening will be 
followed by a Q&A with director Roz 
Mortimer.

Supported using public funding by 
the National Lottery through Arts 
Council England.

The Piccadilly Rats: Live In 
Moderation (18) + Q&A

Sat 9 Jul, 18:00
Dir Nathan Cunningham/GB 2019/87 mins

Gaz Stanley leads his gang of 
Mancunian misfits on a mission to 
take their act from the cold streets of 
Manchester and have their moment 
of glory. 

The band’s ambitious journey is met 
with nothing but a procession of epic 
failures. But then, through some divine 
intervention, the band gets an offer 
to perform at a big festival on the 
same bill as their idol, Noel Gallagher. 
Proving that even a bunch of old timers 
can have their moment in the limelight, 
Live in Moderation is the hilarious and 
heartbreaking story of the last of a 
dying breed of Mancunians.

Event/ This screening will be followed 
by a Q&A with director Nathan 
Cunningham, producer Greg Bass, and 
band members Gaz Stanley and  
Tommy Piggott.

Romani Language 
Events at HOME
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The Afterlight (PG) + Q&A 

Thu 14 Jul, 18:00
Dir Charlie Shackleton/GB 2021/82 mins

Fragments of hundreds of films from 
around the world bring together an 
ensemble cast of actors with one 
thing in common: each is no longer 
alive. Together, they contend with a 
fragile existence lived solely through 
these traces of their work.

The Afterlight itself exists as a single 
35mm film print. Further eroding every 
time it screens, the film is a living 
document of its life in circulation. 
Eventually it will disappear entirely.

Screening from a 35mm print.

Event/ This screening will be  
followed by a Q&A with director 
Charlie Shackleton.

Doc’n Roll/ Laurent Garnier 
Off the Record (CTBA) + 
recorded Q&A

Sat 16 Jul, 20:00
Dir Gabin Rivoire/GB FR 2021/93 mins/ 
English and French with partial EndST
 
This inspiring, generational 
documentary explores the birth 
and rise of techno music through 
the eyes of one of its pioneers: 
acclaimed French DJ and Haçienda 
legend Laurent Garnier. Through 
never-before-seen archive images 
and footage of Laurent’s recent world 
tour, Laurent Garnier: Off the Record 
is a remarkably intimate portrait of a 
trailblazer who followed his passion 
against all odds.

Event/ This screening will be followed 
by a recorded Q&A with Laurent 
Garnier. 

Other, Like Me - The Oral 
Story of COUM Transmissions 
and Throbbing Gristle (CTBA) 
+ recorded intro 

Sat 23 Jul, 18:30 
Dirs Marcus Werner Hed, Dan Fox/GB 
2020/82 mins

Other, Like Me is the first 
documentary to be made about COUM 
Transmissions and Throbbing Gristle, 
drawing on the groups’ rich archive of 
photographs and video, and featuring 
new interviews with original members 
including Genesis and Cosey. Theirs 
is a story of creativity and survival 
against the odds, of completely fusing 
art with life, no matter what the cost.

Event/ This screening will be 
preceded by a recorded introduction 
from directors Marcus Werner Hed and 
Dan Fox, and COUM Transmissions 
and Throbbing Gristle member Cosey 
Fanni Tutti.

1716

Dr. Who: Classic Movie 
Double Bill + intro

Sun 10 Jul, 14:00

Directed by Gordon Flemyng, 
featuring the legendary Peter 
Cushing as everyone’s favourite 
timelord and also starring Roy Castle, 
Bernard Cribbins, Jennie Linden and 
Roberta Tovey.

Dr. Who and the Daleks (1965) and 
Daleks’ Invasion Earth 2150 A.D. 
(1966) were the first times the good 
Doctor was ever seen in colour and 
on the big screen!

Presented in a special 4K restoration.

Event/ This screening will be 
introduced by Andy Murray, writer, 
journalist and unashamed geek. 

Tickets: £12 full / £10 concs 

Dr. Who and The Daleks (U)

Dir Gordon Flemyng/GB 1965/83 mins
Peter Cushing, Roy Castle, Jennie 
Linden

Travel in the TARDIS to the far-off 
world of Skaro, where the survivors 
of an atomic war teeter on the brink 
of oblivion. Can Dr. Who and his 
friends save the day? This ripping 
space adventure showcases the 
Daleks in full, glorious colour.

Daleks’ Invasion Earth 2150 
A.D. (PG)

Dir Gordon Flemyng/GB 1966/84 mins
Peter Cushing, Bernard Cribbins, Ray 
Brooks

For their second big-screen outing 
the Daleks are here among us, 
enslaving humanity in a ruined 
future London as part of an 
extraordinary plan to pilot the Earth 
through space... that is, unless the 
plucky TARDIS crew can overcome 
tremendous odds and defeat them.

Hell is a City (PG) + intro 

Mon 25 Jul, 18:00
Dir Val Guest/GB 1960/93 mins
Stanley Baker, John Crawford, Donald 
Pleasance

Detective Inspector Martineau is 
tough, hardworking and one of 
Manchester’s top policemen. So 
when he hears of a jailbreak involving 
ruthless jewel thief Don Starling – a 
man who he previously put away – 
Martineau is convinced that Starling 
will come back to Manchester for one 
last heist. 

This screening takes place in 
celebration of the life of Cornerhouse 
and HOME contributor CP Lee.

Screening from a 35mm print.

Event/ This screening will be 
introduced by Andy Willis and Andy 
Murray.
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Releases last Fri of every month

Tune in to the HOME Film Podcast for discussions with experts on 
cinema new release highlights, specially curated one-offs and seasons, 
as well as exclusive interviews with filmmakers.

Hosted by presenter, filmmaker and podcaster Karen Gabay, joined  
by special guests as well as HOME regulars Rachel Hayward and Andy 
Willis.

Scan the QR code to listen now, or head to  
homemcr.org/homefilmpodcast
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NT Live/ Prima Facie (CTBA)

Sun 24 Jul, 13:00
120 mins TBC

Jodie Comer (Killing Eve) makes her 
West End debut in the UK premiere 
of Suzie Miller’s award-winning play. 

Tessa is a brilliant, young barrister. 
She has worked her way up from 
working class origins to be at 
the top of her game, defending, 
cross examining and winning. 
An unexpected event forces her 
to confront the place where the 
patriarchal power of the law, burden 
of proof and morals diverge.

NT Live/ Much Ado About 
Nothing (12A as live) 

Thu 8 Sep, 19:00 
180 mins TBC 

Katherine Parkinson (The IT Crowd) 
and John Heffernan (Dracula) lead the 
cast in Shakespeare’s romcom of sun, 
sea and mistaken identity.  

The legendary family-run Hotel 
Messina on the Italian Riveria has 
been visited by artists, celebrities 
and royalty. But when the owner’s 
daughter weds a dashing young 
soldier, not all guests are in the mood 
for love.

NT Live/ Jack Absolute Flies 
Again (CTBA) 

Thu 20 Oct, 19:00 
180 mins TBC 

A rollicking new comedy by Richard 
Bean (One Man, Two Guvnors) and 
Oliver Chris (Twelfth Night), based 
on Richard Brinsley Sheridan’s The 
Rivals. 

After an aerial dog fight, Pilot Officer 
Jack Absolute flies home to win 
the heart of his old flame, Lydia 
Languish. Back on British soil, Jack’s 
advances soon turn to anarchy when 
the young heiress demands to be 
loved on her own, very particular, 
terms.  
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Information in this guide is correct at time of going to print. 

This guide has been produced by Seacourt, the UK’s most sustainable printer. 
It’s made from 100% FSC certified recycled paper, using 100% renewable 
energy in a 100% carbon neutral factory. Planet positive printing supports our 
#SustainableHOME. If you don’t want to keep this guide, please return it to 
be reused by someone else. We’re committed to Greater Manchester’s goal of 
becoming zero carbon by 2038. We’d like you to be on this journey  
with us. Find out more at homemcr.org/green

HOW TO BOOK

Our Box Office is open  
Mon – Sun: 12.00 – 20.00 

Book by Phone:  
0161 200 1500 

Book online any time:  
homemcr.org

VISIT
 
HOME, 
2 Tony Wilson Place, 
Manchester, 
M15 4FN 

For venue, event information  
and booking visit homemcr.org    
Box office 0161 200 1500

HOME is located at Tony Wilson Place, First  
Street, Manchester, just off of Whitworth Street 
West and roughly opposite the Hacienda  
apartments. It is just under half a kilometre  
walk from both the Oxford Road train station and 
Deansgate-Castlefield Metrolink Tram Stop.

FILM PRICES 

Off Peak  
(before 17.00 Mon – Fri, before 15.00 Sat & Sun)
Full £7.95 / Member Full £6.45

Peak 
(from 17.00 Mon – Fri, after 15.00 Sat & Sun)
Full £9.95 / Member Full £7.95 

Concessions and discounts are available,  
please see website for further details.

FOOD & DRINK 

We’ve got three great spaces for food  
and drink to suit your pace, whether lunch  
on the go, a lazy brunch or pre-film dinner.


